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XtendiMax® with VaporGrip® Technology Field Trials
To support the November 2016 EPA registration of XtendiMax with VaporGrip Technology, field trials to assess
off-target movement potential of this low-volatility dicamba technology were conducted in a range of environments
Those field trials, completed under Good Laboratory Practices (GLP), demonstrated that:
• Peak volatility occurs within 24 hours of application
• Applications made under high temperatures do not result in meaningful increases in off-target movement due to volatility
• Trials conducted on a small number of acres are representative of large-scale, commercial applications and show that
off-target air concentrations are not sufficient to result in plant symptomology
• Following the requirements outlined on the XtendiMax label helps applicators manage off-target movement,
including drift
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2018 Field Volatility Testing Program
Additional field trials conducted in 2018 reaffirmed previous testing results

Confirmed that field studies
previously evaluated by EPA
are representative of other
areas
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Confirmed timing of
peak volatility

Confirmed volatility findings in
large acre/high heat conditions

2018 Internal-Led Large Scale Drift and Volatility Trials
Trials following Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) were designed to measure
off-target movement, including drift and volatility, and plant effects
• In 2018, a robust testing plan was designed to provide additional
confirmation of previous field trial results
• GLP is an EPA compliance monitoring program that requires the highest
level of rigor and standards to ensure data is sound and of high quality

Research was conducted in a wide range of soil types and environmental
conditions to generate additional localized data
• Large acre/high heat conditions
• In key geographies with volatility monitoring conducted for extended
durations (i.e. 3-7 days)

Trials followed three-step process for evaluating volatility
All applications were made using a common tank mix of XtendiMax® with
VaporGrip® Technology + Roundup PowerMAX® Herbicide + Intact™ (DRA)
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2018 GLP Field Trial Methodology
How to Measure Volatility Rate in the Field
The studies are performed in accordance with US EPA guidelines and estimate
off-target movement using best in class EPA models. The data requirements are
very specific.
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ARIZONA FIELD TRIAL RESULTS VIDEO

2018 GLP Field Trial Overview
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Location
(Acres/Spray Date)

Crop Sprayed

Duration of
Volatility Monitoring

Max Soil Temp
(oF)

Max Air Temp (oF)
/ Humidity (%)

Soil Type

Soil pH

Australia
40 acres / December 15, 2017

Conventional Soybeans

3 days

133

108
(16-88%)

Clay loam

8.2

Arizona
27 acres / May 8, 2018

Roundup Ready 2 Yield® Soybeans

3 days

129

106
(9-39%)

Clay

8.1

Missouri
10 acres / June 5, 2018

Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® Soybeans

5 days

135

95
(29-93%)

Silt loam

6.7

Nebraska
100 acres / June 8, 2018

Roundup Ready 2 Xtend Soybeans

3 days

127

91
(58-93%)

Silt loam

4.9

Minnesota
10 acres / June 20, 2018

Roundup Ready 2 Xtend Soybeans

3 days

116

94
(37-92%)

Silt loam

6.7

Illinois
10 acres / July 7, 2018

Roundup Ready 2 Xtend Soybeans

7 days

108

95
(31-100%)

Silt loam

6.0

North Dakota
10 acres / July 24, 2018

Roundup Ready 2 Xtend Soybeans

3 days

111

81
(40-100%)

Sandy loam

6.0

Results: Key Geographies/Extended Volatility Monitoring
Studies in Missouri, Minnesota, North Dakota and Illinois demonstrated:
Timing of peak volatility
•

Results: Monitoring volatility for extended durations confirms
peak volatility occurs within 24 hours after application, and
off-field air concentrations are not sufficient to result in plant
symptomology due to volatility

Representative nature of previous field studies

•
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Results: Volatility measurements from key geographies are less
than those previously reported

Results: Large Acre/High Heat Conditions
Studies in Texas, Arizona, Australia and Nebraska provided:

Additional results from high heat/low humidity conditions
•

Results: High temperatures do not meaningfully increase off-target
movement due to volatility, and off-target air concentrations were not
sufficient to result in plant symptomology for any of the conditions tested

Additional results from large acre conditions
•

Results: Volatility measured over large acres at high temperatures
was not greater than previously reported and remains consistent with
volatility measurements at other locations conducted on smaller fields
(<10 acres).
• Previous GLP studies (~4-10 acres) are representative
of commercial application
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Relationship Between Dicamba Vapor and Visual Response
Has Been Established in Humidome
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Arizona Field Trial

Areas upwind and downwind of the sprayed area were covered with
tarps, 30.5 m long by 2 m wide, during spray application and for 30
minutes after the spray application concluded.
Any symptomology observed under the tarped areas would likely
be the result of secondary movement of dicamba such as volatility.
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Arizona Field Trial Results
Primary or physical drift after application: Visual symptomology downwind
in the un-tarped area at 28 days after treatment ranged from 30% at 5m
from the treated area to 5% at 30m.
Secondary movement (including volatility) after application: limited to no
symptomology was observed under the tarped areas.
Plant heights were not different between tarped and un-tarped areas,
thus drift levels were not sufficient to result in significant reductions in
plant height.
Results from other GLP field trials are similar to results in Arizona
that show volatility is not a significant contributor to off-target
movement
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Do Tank Mix Partners and Water Sources Impact pH?
7 large-scale field studies conducted in 2018 with tank mixes that included XtendiMax and Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides
confirm that volatility is a minor component of off-target movement under field conditions

Within VaporGrip Technology, the amount of dicamba molecule that is available to volatilize once sprayed is limited, offering an
“in-the-jug” buffer that significantly limits formation of dicamba acid in the spray solution

The addition of approved Roundup® brand agricultural herbicide tank mix partners results in pH shift by 0.2 to 0.3 units and
does not drop pH below 4.8-4.9
•

Calculated mole fraction of dicamba in the acid form at pH 4.8 is an extremely small fraction at 0.001%

XtendiMax “in-the-jug” buffer is designed to accommodate pH water variability
• Excess VaporGrip Technology exists across the typical range of agricultural and municipal water source pH ranges to resist
changes based on VaporGrip Technology molar concentrations relative to protons
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XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is part of the Roundup Ready ® Xtend Crop System and is a restricted use pesticide. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING. It is a violation of federal and state law to use any pesticide product
other than in accordance with its labeling. XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology and products with XtendFlex® Technology may not be approved in all states and may be subject to use restrictions in some states. Check with your local product dealer or representative or U.S. EPA and your
state pesticide regulatory agency for the product registration status and additional restrictions in your state. For approved tank-mix products and nozzles visit XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship ® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in
Commodity Crops. This product has been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted.
It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a
registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS FOR USE ON PESTICIDE LABELING. IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL AND STATE LAW to use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. NOT ALL formulations of dicamba or glyphosate are approved for in-crop use with
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans. ONLY USE FORMULATIONS THAT ARE SPECIFICALLY LABELED FOR SUCH USES AND APPROVED FOR SUCH USE IN THE STATE OF APPLICA TION. Contact the U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency with any questions about the approval
status of dicamba herbicide products for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. Glufosinate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glufosinate. Contact your
seed brand dealer or refer to Monsanto’s Technology Use Guide for recommended weed control programs.
The RRXtend Spray App provides forecasts for locations within the contiguous United States. Do not use this app for forecasts outside the contiguous United States. Forecasts are for planning purposes only and are not a substitute for checking actual weather conditions at your location at the time of
application and comply with the product label and other legal requirements.
Roundup Technology® includes glyphosate-based herbicide technologies.
Performance may vary, from location to location and from year to year, as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible and should consider the impacts of these conditions on the grower’s fields.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Warrant® Herbicide is not registered in all states and may be subject to use restrictions. The distribution, sale, or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state law and is strictly prohibited. Check with your local
dealer or representative for the product registration status in your state. Asgrow ®, Bollgard II®, Fontanelle Hybrids®, Genuity®, Gold Country Seed®, Hubner Seed™, Jung Seed Genetics™, Kruger Seeds™, Lewis Hybrids™ , Rea Hybrids™ , Respect the Refuge Cotton Design ®, Roundup PowerMAX®,
Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®, Roundup Ready PLUS®, Roundup Ready®, Roundup Technology®, Roundup®, Specialty Hybrids™, Stewart Seeds™, Stone Seed™, VaporGrip®, Warrant®, XtendFlex® and XtendiMax® are trademarks of Bayer Group. Channel® is a registered
trademark of Channel Bio, LLC. Liberty® and LibertyLink® are trademarks of BASF Corporation. Authority® is a trademark of FMC Corporation. Mauler™, Select Max® and Valor® are trademarks of Valent U.S.A. Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2018 Bayer
Group, All Rights Reserved
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